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the overall objective of efd cina, also known as environmental economics program in 
china (eepc), is to improve welfare among poor people by preventing pollution and natural 
resource depletion, and to promote sustainable use of natural resources and ecosystems 
through the use of environmental economics tools. 
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This report presents EfD China, its members and work during 2010.

The Chinese node of the Environment for Development initiative is 

based at:

Environmental Economics Program in China (EEPC)  

Peking University

Beijing 100871, CHINA 

Coordinator: Dr Jintao Xu

Emai: xujt@pku.edu.cn 

Tel: +86-10-62767629

www.efdinitiative.org/centers/china

 

Cover photo by Karin Backteman:  

After a fire in 1999 one thousand hectares of pine trees were 

planted on the slope of Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, to prevent 

erosion and to protect the important watershed. 
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“Beijing is the world´s most congested city as 
measured by average vehicle speed. It is also one 
of the most air polluted cities, with a substantial 
part of the emissions coming from vehicles. To 
find effective policy instruments to address these 
serious urban challenges, the Environmental 
Economics Program in China, and Beijing 
Transportation Research Center are collaborating in 
a research program. ”
From the article “EfD research addresses Beijing´s congestion and air pollution on page 8.

lijiang, yunnan province.
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achieving balance between economic 

development and environmental protection, 

including natural resource conservation, has 

been the focus of attention both in the politi-

cal and the academic arena. in china, many 

economic analyses point to the facts that the 

policy of environmental protection such as 

pollution control and emission reduction has 

been undercut by over-emphasis of economic 

development goals at the local level, while in 

natural resource side economic opportunity 

has been much limited by fast expansion of 

government sponsored ecological programs. 

examples of failure of government program 

dealing with poverty reduction are abundant in 

the natural resource sector in particular, while 

the government is realizing the importance 

of sustainable development and paying more 

attention to it. the chinese government, in the 

preparation of its “twelfth five-year plan (2011-

2015)” with the determination and emphasis on 

clean, green technology and sustainable de-

velopment, has been ranked as no.1 in clean 

energy investment globally, and believed to 

take the lead on green race while maintaining 

a stable economic growth rate at 7 per cent in 

the coming years.

most of the efd china center, also known as 

environmental economics program in china 

(eepc), works focused on forest policy, in re-

cent years on reform of state forest sector and 

collective tenure system. these two themes 

have been top priority on the agenda of central 

government and have merged into the broader 

national agenda of establishing a new country-

side. researches and investigations of eepc 

have provided academia and the government 

agencies most comprehensive information 

with regard to baseline situation in both state 

and collective forest sectors. during the period 

of 2006 and 2008, the collective forest tenure 

reform has spread to 14 provinces of china, 

while it has been widely acknowledged that 

lack of appropriate mechanism and incentive in 

the state forest sector underpins more severe 

poverty in forested areas and unsatisfactory 

performance of forest resource conserva-

tion. policy recommendations made by eepc 

researchers are influential.

eepc is a research program focusing on ap-

plied policy research. in particular it attempts 

to identify the areas of environmental policy 

improvement and address the policy needs 

in conducting social and economic assess-

ment of ongoing public program. the goal of 

eepc is to build a world class environmental 

economics program at peking university, 

which can produce high quality interna-

tional publications, provide rigorous economic 

training to master’s and ph.d. students, and 

actively engage in policy dialogue with policy 

makers on environment regulation and natural 

resource management. 

during 2010 eepc has been stick to rigorous 

environmental economics research in policy 

related spheres, with most of its focus on fol-

lowing up with china’s collective forest tenure 

reform and providing policy recommendations 

to cope with current problems and future 

challenges. eepc has also been involved 

in the preparation for mechanism improve-

ment in state-owned forest areas, in terms of 

policy dialogues with relevant policy-making 

department in the state forest administration 

of china. policy recommendations have been 

provided by eepc in association with Beijing 

transportation research center of Beijing mu-

nicipal commission of transportation, based 

on the co-organized international conference 

on urban transportation management and 

environmental policy in august 2010. in the 

context of the global climate change, eepc 

has engaged in the monitoring and drafting 

reports on its projects of carbon accounting 

and credit market designing and agricultural 

carbon sequestration, commissioned by the 

management office on cdm projects, sfa 

since 2008. 

on capacity building, eepc has devoted 

to graduate and undergraduate courses on 

environmental and natural resource econom-

ics at peking university, and collaborating with 

international universities and institutions such 

as rff, university of california, Berkeley, uni-

versity of gothenburg, and so on, by continu-

ing to send students to study and exchange 

advanced theories and practical knowledge. 

on academic research, in spite of actively pre-

senting research findings in policy dialogues 

organized by policy-making departments of, 

for example, the state forest administration, 

eepc has co-organized two international 

conferences on collective forest tenure reform 

and urban transportation management, by 

inviting a broad range of international scholars 

and sharing intensive experiences, and hence 

to improve eepc’s research productivity and 

quality. during 2010 the total number of peer-

reviewed publication on international journals is 

9, on domestic journals (in chinese) is 6, books 

(chapters) is 2 in chinese, as well as 6 policy 

briefs and 1 report, and 6 discussion papers. 

Jintao Xu 

coordinator efd-china

meSSage from our CoorDinator

Jintao Xu
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thE EFD AnnuAl MEEting 2010 in EthiopiA, october 

28-31, started with one day at un economic commission for 

africa focusing on how to make the most use of environmental 

economics research for development. three days of research presenta-

tions and discussions followed together with key note speeches and 

a lecture on a multi-disciplinary approach to analyze social ecological 

systems, designed by nobel laureate elinor ostrom and applicable for 

efd´s planned thematic research collaboration.

”our objectives of the policy day was to disseminate selected work of 

efd’s research and its potential contributions to a key policy institution, 

uneca, and other key stakeholders present at the meeting. we also 

wanted to share information across efd centers on successful research-

policy interactions, as well as increase our learning on how to translate 

research to policy more in general”, says efd director gunnar köhlin.

the policy day was hosted by un economic commission for africa (un-

eca) together with the ethiopian efd center (environmental economics 

policy forum for ethiopia which is hosted by the ethiopian development 

research institute).

among the speakers were desalegn mesfin, deputy director general, 

federal environmental protection authority of ethiopia, who opened the 

meeting. anders ekbom, efd research fellow and policy analyst at the 

university of gothenburg, spoke about research-policy interactions: mod-

els, approaches and lessons learned. chantal line carpentier, sustain-

able development officer, division for sustainable development united 

nations department of economic and social affairs, spoke about needs 

and opportunities to strengthen policy-research links on the economics of 

environment and climate change – perspectives from undesa.

successful cases of efd research-policy interactions were presented 

fourth efD annual meeting CompleteD
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by menale kassie, former efd research officer and now working for 

cimmyt in kenya, and by the efd coordinators Jintao Xu, professor at 

peking university, and francisco alpizar, catie, costa rica. please see 

all policy day speakers in the full program below.

the following three days of the efd annual meeting were hosted by 

alemu mekonnen, efd research fellow and coordinator of efd ethiopia, 

and held at kuriftu resort in debrezeit. most of the time was devoted to 

presentations and discussions on ongoing and planned efd research.

one of the key note speakers was roger sedjo, rff senior fellow and 

director of rff’s forest economics and policy. sedjo spoke on the 

role forests can play in carbon capture: principles, costs and policies. 

the other key note speaker was world Bank lead economist klaus 

deininger, who spoke on large scale land acquisitions.

efd research fellow roger madrigal from costa rica gave a lecture on 

the social ecological system ontological framework, designed by profes-

sor elinor ostrom, who was awarded the 2009 nobel memorial prize in 

economic sciences for her analysis of economic governance, especially 

the commons. roger madrigal made a long research visit to professor 

ostrom at indiana university before she received the prize, in order to 

develop the design of his research project on drinking water management.

“the ontological framework is a conceptual map for analyzing the inter-

actions between humans and ecosystems. it builds on the last decades 

of findings in the literature of common-pool resources and collective 

action towards the management of natural resources”, says madrigal:

“this framework might help to conduct systematic diagnosis of the 

structure of the interactions between humans and ecosystems analyzed 

by efd´s scholars in different parts of the world.”

the efd annual meeting 2010 in ethiopia was held at uneca, un economic commission for africa, in addis abeba, and in debrezeit. in the photo spread (page 6-7) from 
the left: rahel deribe, (lunch break in africa Hall), francisco alpizar, precious Zikhali and wilfred nyangena, group: lunyu Xie, edwin muchapondwa, ping Qin, and razack 
lokina. precious Zikhali. middle row: ping Qin, Jintao Xu. Bottom row: roger madrigal, razack lokina, group: thomas sterner, wisdom akpalu, peter Berck, and chantal line 
carpentier, Jo albers and alemu mekonnen, mare sarr, gunnar köhlin.
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policy recommendations have been provided by eepc in association 

with Beijing transportation research center of Beijing municipal com-

mission of transportation, based on the co-organized international con-

ference on urban transportation management and environmental policy 

in august 2010.  meanwhile, lectures and training programs are given 

to civil servants by eepc staff in governmental agencies on regional air 

quality management and climate change mitigation, to influence policy-

making in the environmental and energy domain and risk management.

in the context of the global climate change, eepc has engaged in the 

monitoring and drafting reports on the projects of carbon accounting 

reSearCh poliCy interaCtion
During 2010 EEPC has been stick to rigorous environmental economics research in policy related spheres, with most 

of its focus on following up with China’s collective forest tenure reform and providing policy recommendations to 

cope with current problems and future challenges. EEPC has also been involved in the preparation for mechanism 

improvement in state-owned forest areas, in terms of policy dialogues with relevant policy-making department in the 

State Forest Administration of China. 

Beijing is the world´s most congested city 

as measured by average vehicle speed. it 

is also one of the most air polluted cities, 

with a substantial part of the emissions 

coming from vehicles. to find effective 

policy instruments to address these seri-

ous urban challenges, Environment for 

Development in China/the Environmental 

Economics program in China (EEpC) and 

Beijing transportation Research Center 

are collaborating in a research program. 

dr. ping Qin, efd research fellow in china, 

returned to Beijing in 2010 after completing her 

phd studies at the university of gothenburg 

in sweden and working at resources for the 

future in washington dc for one year.

“it was terrible to go to work in the morning 

in Beijing. when i returned to china, i stayed 

with a friend in the east part of Beijing whereas 

peking university, where i work, is in the west 

part. i had to spend one hour in the over-

crowded subway system every morning. that 

is a very bad, exhausting experience. several 

friends of mine now want to buy a second 

home or rent a temporary place so they don’t 

have to spend so much time travelling,” says 

ping Qin.

according to world Bank (2007), the costs 

of health damages associated with urban air 

pollution in china, i.e. sickness and premature 

death, ranged from 1.2 to 3.8 percent of gdp 

in 2007, which makes air pollution the costliest 

pollution faced by the country.

EfD research addresses  
Beijing´s congestion and air pollution

the value of time. How much money are you willing to pay to avoid congestion and air pollution? in 

the morning rush hour in Beijing it takes 10-15 minutes just to get into the subway station
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ping Qin is the principal 

investigator in one of 

the projects of the new 

research program on 

urban transportation and 

environmental policies in 

Beijing. she and profes-

sor Jintao Xu will analyze 

the social costs of air health damages associ-

ated with urban air pollution in the capital.

Qin and Xu will also analyze the costs of con-

gestion in terms of value of time. for this they 

need to know for instance how much Beijing in-

habitants are willing to pay to save transporta-

tion minutes and avoid crowding and pollution.

“today we don’t know enough about the 

impact of the policy instruments in place in 

Beijing, such as the low subway fare policy. nor 

do we know enough about the potential impact 

of some suggested and hotly debated policies, 

like congestion charges and environmental 

taxes.  we hope this collaborative research 

program will give important answers to these 

questions,” says Qin.

the starting point of the research program was 

an international workshop on urban transporta-

tion management and environmental policy, 

organized by efd/eepc and co-sponsored by 

the Beijing transportation research center. 

it was held in Beijing 15-16 august 2010 and 

brought together participants from the Beijing 

transportation commission, kagawa university 

of Japan, resources for the future in washing-

ton dc, university of california at Berkeley and 

other us universities, the world Bank, and sev-

eral municipal government agencies in Beijing.

Besides efd research fellows ping Qin and 

Jintao Xu, the transportation research program 

engages efd associates professor peter Berck 

and dr. lunyu Xie. their research includes:

•	 Analyses	of	the	distributional	welfare	

impacts of various transport policies, and 

analyses of the effect of these policies on 

travelers’ choice of transport mode.

•	 Analyses	of	the	optimal	pricing	of	

subways/buses, and analyses of 

optimal pricing of congestion fees.

•	 Studies	to	better	understand	consumer	

preferences regarding different car models.  

this is important in order for policy makers 

to effectively intervene in the automobile 

industry through regulatory policies aimed 

to alleviate traffic and reduce emissions 

from the transportation sector. in china the 

city of Beijing ranks number one in terms 

of the society cost paid for city congestion, 

according to the 2009 futian index.

7 million cars in Beijing in 2015

“in Beijing alone, we now have 4.5 million cars. 

the government expects the city to have 7 mil-

lion cars in 2015,” says Qin.

prior to the 2008 olympics, a driving restriction 

program based on odd-even license plates was 

introduced in Beijing. evidence of reduced con-

gestion and mobile source pollution induced 

the Beijing municipal government to continue 

with a similar but less restrictive program after 

the olympics.

“in the initial one-year period it seemed ef-

fective and was claimed to be a success. But 

the international experience is not optimistic. 

research has shown fairly conclusively that this 

type of program does not reduce vehicle miles 

traveled or improve air quality. for example, it 

has been implemented in mexico city for ten 

years and has proved not successful. rich 

people can buy a second car. in Beijing the 

second-hand car market has become very 

active,” says Qin.

the low subway/bus fare policies implemented 

in Beijing have shown to be unsuccessful to 

decrease car driving as well. subways and 

buses were already overcrowded before the 

fare reduction, and could barely hold any more 

passengers during rush hours. the fare was 

already low before the policies, and the reduc-

tion was probably not large enough to attract 

people who can afford a car. instead, it is rather 

an incentive to low income people to take the 

subway or bus instead of walking or biking.

“in addition, the low fare policies imply a 

heavy financial burden to the government. the 

national development and reform committee 

now want to know the impact of an increased 

subway fare before it might be implemented in 

Beijing. the ndrc commissioned the Beijing 

transportation research center to do a study 

on this, and they in turn wanted us to do it,” 

says Qin.

and credit market designing and agricultural carbon sequestration, com-

missioned by the management office on cdm projects, sfa since 2008.

China’s forest sector

eepc has since foundation been focused on the study of china’s forest 

sector reform. the collective forest tenure reform in china in its main 

terms of entitling individual households with land certificates of use rights 

since the beginning of 2000s has involved over 100 million hectares of 

forestland and more than 400 million people. Based on eepc’s study 

of eight reformed provinces during 2006-2007, sponsored by the world 

Bank, efd, the ford foundation, rri, and sfa of china, three interna-

tional workshop have been organized by eepc, three related reports 

have been submitted and two published, several peer reviewed articles 

in both chinese and english have been published, and policy briefs have 

been drafted and submitted to the sfa departments. to study further 

profound effects 3-5 years after reform, eepc has now prepared for the 

follow-up survey and study for the collective forest areas. it is scheduled 

on the beginning of 2011 and to be finished by 2012. 

china’s state-owned forest in northeastern china, the other key com-

ponent of china’s forest sector and main supplier of industrial wood, is 

identified as one of the six topics of the highest priorities to study ac-

cording to the central government’s reform agenda since 2009. Because 

of its long-term low-efficiency of forest management, financial problem 

g
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and resource depletion problem, eepc has conducted empirically quan-

titative and qualitative studies in the three key northeastern provinces, 

i.e., inner mongolia, Jilin, and liaoning during 2009 and 2010. a policy 

brief with the presentation of our study results and policy implications 

as well as reform recommendations has been finished and submitted to 

sfa, china in 2010.

China’s urban transportation  

and regional air quality management

after decades of rapid economic growth, china now faces serious urban 

transport challenges in a number of its big cities, such as congestion, 

air pollution, energy shortage, and global climate change. eepc has 

contributed in research on this field by collaborating with the Beijing 

transportation research center of Beijing municipal commission of 

transportation, in order to develop a research program to examine ef-

fective approaches to address the above challenges. an international 

conference on urban transportation management and environmental 

policy was co-organized in Beijing in august 2010. 

the research carried out by prof shiqiu Zhang and related to air pollution 

control for Beijing and surrounding areas generated to a policy recom-

mendation for the regional air quality management mechanism has been 

promoted the policies for “regional air quality control management” 

announced by the state council. 

dr Jianhua Xu has been working on identifying cost-effective so2 emis-

sions abatement strategies in Beijing and its surrounding areas, with the 

effectiveness being measured by two different metrics, i.e., the emis-

sions reduced and the health risks avoided. the results are expected to 

be integrated into the policy recommendations (to be provided by the 

ongoing project regional air Quality management at peking university) 

to Beijing municipal government on managing regional air quality in Bei-

jing and its surrounding areas. the interim report has been finished and 

the project will end by the end of 2011.

EEPC and carbon, climate change

in the context of the global climate change, eepc has engaged in the 

monitoring and drafting reports on the projects of carbon accounting and 

credit market designing and agricultural carbon sequestration, commis-

sioned by the management office on cdm projects, sfa since 2008. Jie 

li and Jintao Xu have worked on these projects for three years and pub-

lished their paper on the review of china’s climate changes as well as the 

corresponding policy evolution. dr Jianhua Xu has been working on ana-

lyzing the policies on black carbon control in the different nations and esti-

mating the cost and benefit of controlling black carbon emissions in china. 

the research is part of a big project on studying black carbon and climate 

change in china, a collaboration between peking university and chinese 

academy of meteorological sciences. Black carbon is both a short-lived 

climate warming agent and a health hazard. abating the emission of black 

carbon has both climate benefit and health benefit. the policy recommen-

dations will be delivered to national development and reform commission 

for developing climate changers abatement strategies.

EEPC and water pricing policy reform

the research on water pricing policy has contributed to the policy devel-

opment and introduction of the increased block tariff system for house-

hold water uses in Beijing and other cities, which has been an important 

research topic for prof shiqiu Zhang’s team. meanwhile, dr. Haipeng 

Zhang and Jie fan are collaborating with the ministry of water resources 

to evaluate efficiency of water market regarding water management in 

river basin. the research focuses on the pilot region in the Beijing sur-

rounding areas and concerns on water trade between different depart-

ments. the efficiency of the existing water market, which is a relatively 

new regime of water management in china, is expected to be revealed 

by the comparison with other alternative policies. the preliminary result 

of the field survey will be delivered to the government by the end of 2011, 

which is expected to provide valuable and instructive advice for water 

management in river basins nationwide.

in service training  
for e.g. civil servants
there are two in-service training given by dr Jianhua Xu during 2010.

on July 7, 2010, a speech was given on risk management to the civil 

servants in crisis management division, Beijing municipal government.

on october 17, 2010, she gave a lecture titled “environmental protection 

and sustainable development” to the civil servants from the various gov-

ernmental agencies in Henghang, Hunan province, china. this training 

program was organized by the school of public policy and management, 

tsinghua university, from 11 to 19 october 2010.

reSearCh poliCy interaCtion
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policy links
senior members of the eepc sit on several government advisory bodies 

and give advice on key policy issues such as forest tenure reform, carbon 

management, environmental indicators, and environmental fiscal reforms.

since the state forest reform was identified as one of the ten priority re-

search themes by sfa, eepc has been commissioned to undertake the 

field study and provide policy recommendations. policy briefs and report 

have been submitted to sfa, emphasizing on the exploration of new in-

stitutional and mechanism reforms to achieve sustainable development.

prof Jintao Xu serves as an adviser to the department of afforesta-

tion, china’s state forestry administration. He was also a member of 

the lead expert group within the china council for international co-

operation on environment and development, and took part in research 

planning, evaluation, and preparation of final policy recommendations to 

present to the council at its annual conference. 

policy seminars,  
workshops and conferences
the following four international workshops have been organized or co-

organized by eepc during 2010. 

1. land tenure workshop (Jan 24-25, 2010)

2. urban transportation management and 

environmental policy  (aug 15-16, 2010)

3. forest tenure and regulatory reforms: experiences, lessons 

and future steps in asia (september 24-25, 2010)

4. Beijing forum (november 5-6, 2010)

in addition, eepc has hosted a series of policy seminars at department 

level to help broaden the knowledge horizon of the students and faculty 

members in terms of environmental issues and methods used to analyze 

policies. 

•	 Environmental	decisions	for	now	through	the	distant	future	by	

milton russell, an economics and a former assistant administrator 

of the u.s. environmental protection agency, apr. 19, 2010.

•	 Lessons	from	US	EPA,	on	the	perspective	of	Clean	Water	Act	and	

superfund by Jessica kao, a senior attorney with the us epa region 

9’s office of regional counsel, and kathleen Johnson, the director 

of the office of public affairs in the usepa region 9, apr. 28, 2010

•	 Natural	resource	management	–	from	a	perspective	of	the	benefit	

ability by li wenjun, a professor at peking university, apr. 29, 2010

•	 Collective	Forest	Tenure	Reform	in	China:	An	Economic	Analysis	on	

the choice and performance of forest tenure types by Xu Jintao, 

a forest economics professor at peking university, may 13, 2010

•	 Do	roads	lead	to	grassland	degradation	or	restoration?		by	Scott	

rozelle, a professor at stanford university, may 20, 2010

•	 The	allocation	of	pollutants	emission	allowances	–	from	

a perspective of environmental equity by wang Qi, an 

associate professor at peking university, may 27, 2010

•	 Los	Angeles	watershed	study	–	A	breakthrough	in	large	scale	

watershed simulation-optimization and modeling fragility of lake 

ecological system to human interference – lake yilong study by 

Zou rui, a research scientist at tetra tech inc., Jun. 3, 2010

•	 Why	weak	patents?	Rational	ignorance	or	pro-

applicant tilt? By lei Zhen, an assistant professor at 

pennsylvania state university, Jun. 3, 2010

•	 The	development	of	emissions	trading	in	the	U.S.	by	Dr.	Roger	

raufer, an independent consulting engineer Jun. 17, 2010

•	 Next	steps	for	emissions	trading	in	China?	By	Dr.	Roger	Raufer,	

an independent consulting engineer, Jun. 21, 2010

•	 Is	the	half-life	of	dioxin	infinite,or	does	it	just	seem	that	

way by dr. don Barnes, a former director of the science 

advisory Board (saB) at us epa, nov. 11, 2010

•	 Reduced	carbon	emissions	from	deforestation	and	biodiversity	

conservation – a global assessment of tradeoffs and synergies by Juha 

siikamki, a  research fellow of resources for the future, nov. 18, 2010

•	 Field	experiment	as	an	alternative	method	for	data	

collection: its application in chinese context By gong 

yazhen, an assistant professor at renmin university

•	 ‘Colorful’	water	research	in	the	context	of	global	water	scarcity	by	

liu Junguo, a professor at Beijing forestry university, dec. 9, 2010

•	 Introduction	to	risk	analysis	by	Xu	Jianhua,	an	associate	

professor at peking university, dec. 16, 2010

•	 The	development	of	carbon	emission	trading	in	Japan	by	Wang	

Jingtian, an graduate student at peking university, dec. 23, 2010

•	 The	development	of	urban	transportation	in	Tokyo	by	Fan	Mingming,	

a graduate student at peking university, dec. 23, 2010
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peer reviewed

“China’s Sloping Land Conversion 

Program: Does Expansion Equal 

Success?” Land Economics, vol. 86, 

issue 2 (May): 219-244.

Xu, Jintao, ran tao, Zhigang Xu and michael t. 

Bennett. 2010. 

“Effective Pollution Control Policy for 

China,” Journal of Productivity Analysis, 

Volume 33, Issue 1 (February): 47-66.

Xu, Jintao, w.f. Hyde and yongjie Ji. 2010.

Forestland Reform in China: What do the 

Farmers Want? A Choice Experiment on 

Farmers’ Property Rights Preferences. 

Land Economics (forthcoming).

Qin, ping, carlsson fredrik, and Jintao Xu. 

2010. 

Study on the Structure and Influencing 

Factors of Forestry Rural Household 

Energy Consumption, Chinese Rural 

Economy, 2010 (7):64-74. (In Chinese).

Zhang, Haipeng, Junlin mu, and Hang yin

Reform of the System of Collective 

Forest Property Rights Performance 

Evaluation: A Survey, Forestry 

Economics, 2010 (2):39-44. (In Chinese)

Zhang, Haipeng,

Empirical Analysis of the Influence of 

Collective Forest Tenure Reform on 

Timber Supply, Forestry Economics, 

2010 (4): 27-30. (In Chinese)

yin, Hang and Jintao Xu

Empirical Analysis on the Influence of 

Collective Forest Tenure Reform on the 

Forest Resource, 2010 (6): 40-45. (In 

Chinese)

liu, Xiaoqiang and liqun wang

Analysis of the Effects of the Ecological 

Migration on the Peasant Houshold 

s Income and Expenditure in Duolun 

Country, Inner Mongolia, 2010 (3):73-76. 

(In Chinese)

liu, Xiaoqiang and liqun wang

Environmental Risks — the Sword 

of Damocles over China’s economic 

growth, China and World Affairs  

(invited paper, in Chinese)

Xu, Jianhua. 2010.

Evaluating an analytic-deliberative 

method for ranking environmental risks, 

accepted by Journal of Risk Research. 

forthcoming

Xu, Jianhua, H. k. florig and m. dekay.

The impacts of renewable energy siting 

decisions on electricity-sector air 

emissions in the Western U.S., Energy 

Policy, in press. forthcoming

y. li, s. Blumsack, Jianhua Xu.

Integrating location models with Bayesian 

Analysis to inform decision making. 

Journal of Water Resources Planning and 

Management, 136(2) 209-216

Xu, Jianhua, m. small, p. fischbeck, and J. 

vanBriesen (2010).

Closure to “Identifying sets of key 

nodes for placing sensors in dynamic 

water distribution networks”. Journal 

of Water Resources Planning and 

Management, 136(2), 295-296

Xu, Jianhua, p. fischbeck, m. small, J. vanBri-

esen, and e. casman (2010).

Robust Placement of Sensors in 

Dynamic Water Distribution Systems. 

European Journal of Operational 

Research, 202, 707-716

Xu, Jianhua, m. Johnson, p. fischbeck, m. 

small, and J. vanBriesen (2010).

It is Better to Be the Head of A Chicken 

than the Tail of A Phoenix: A Study of 

Concern for Relative Standing in Rural 

China, Journal of Socio-Economics 39 

(2) : 180-186.

carlsson, fredrik and ping Qin, 2010.

efd discussion papers

Paying for Mitigation: A Multiple 

Country Study (China, USA and Sweden)

carlsson, fredrik, mitesh kataria, alan 

krupnick, elina lampi, Åsa löfgren, ping Qin, 

susie chung and thomas sterner. 2010.

The Truth, the Whole Truth and Nothing 

reSearCh 2010: publiCationS
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But the Truth: A Multi Country Test of 

An Oath Script

carlsson, fredrik, mitesh kataria, alan 

krupnick, elina lampi, Åsa löfgren, ping Qin, 

susie chung and thomas sterner. 2010.

discussion papers

Has the Centralized Environmental 

Governance Regime Worked in China? 

Environmental Economics Program in 

China

li, wanxin, Jintao Xu, Hui He. 2010. 

“China’s Forest Land Tenure Reform: 

Impacts and Implications for Choice, 

Conservation and Climate Change”.

Xu, Jintao, andy white and uma lele. 2010.

A Fair Share: Perceptions of Climate 

Justice in the US and China

carlsson, fredrik, mitesh kataria, alan 

krupnick, elina lampi, Åsa löfgren, ping Qin, 

susie chung and thomas sterner. 2010. 

Household Decision Making in Rural 

China: Using Experiments to Estimate 

the Influence of Spouses

carlsson, fredrik, Haoran He, peter martins-

son, ping Qin, matthias sutter. 2010. 

policy Briefs and 
researcH Briefs

Key State-Owned Forest Areas in 

Northeast of China: Reform Paths and 

Policy Implications (Submitted to State 

Forest Administration)

By Jintao Xu and Xuemei Jiang

  

Renewable energy. 

By Jianhua Xu. 

Risk ranking. 

By Jianhua Xu. 

To use integrated policy package and 

use more economic incentives to 

regulate the vehicle control in Beijing. 

By shiqiu Zhang

A Cost-Effectiveness strategy should 

be developed for controlling the 

Near Ground Ozone in Beijing and 

Surrounding Areas. 

By shiqiu Zhang

Study on Water Tariff Reform and 

Income Impacts in China’s Metropolitan 

Areas: The Case of Beijing. 

By shiqiu Zhang

Book cHapters

Assessment of the Effects of the 

Reform of Collective Forest Tenure 

System: an Analysis Based on Micro 

Survey Data in Eight Provinces. 

Rural Economy of China Analysis and 

Forecast(2009-2010), Social Sciences 

Academic Press, 2010 (4). (In Chinese)

Haipeng Zhang, Jintao Xu

 

Comparison of the Performance 

of Different Patterns of Reform of 

Collective Forest Tenure System: 

based on the cases on Fujian 

Province and Jiangxi Province, Rural 

Economy of China Analysis and 

Forecast(2009-2010), Social Sciences 

Academic Press, 2010 (4). (In Chinese)

yan sun, Jintao Xu

“Reconcile Human Development and 

Climate Protection: A Multistage 

Hybrid Climate Policy Architecture”. 

In Post-Kyoto International Climate 

Policy: Implementing Architectures 

for Agreement, edited by Joseph E. 

Aldy and Robert N. Stavins. Cambridge 

University Press, pp 563-398.

cao, J.2010. 

reports

Ecological Afforestation in China: A 

Market-based Approach (Submitted 

to Australia Centre for International 

Agricultural Research, (ACIA))

By Jintao Xu, Haipeng Zhang, Jeff Bennett, 

Xuehong wang and mark eigenraam

Jade dragon snow mountain
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Risk-based cost-effective control of SO2 

emissions at regional levels

funded by economy and environment program 

for southeast asia (eepsea) (pi)

research results so far: the major so2 emis-

sion sectors in Beijing and its surrounding 

areas have been identified.

Regional air quality management

funded by Beijing municipal science & tech-

nology commission (co-pi)

research results so far: the analysis on energy 

consumption patterns has been done and 

regional air quality management practices in 

developed nations have been summarized.

The climate effect of black carbon and 

the abatement of black carbon as a 

buffer for abating CO2 emissions

funded by chinese ministry of science and 

technology (co-pi)

research results so far: preliminary literature 

review has been finished. 

Economic Analysis on Ambient Air 

Quality Standard for PM 2.5

sponsored by energy foundation

Regional Environmental Management 

Reform: Linking the local, regional and 

global issues. Ministry of Environmental 

Protection

Regional Environmental Management 

for Beijing and surrounding provinces

(including least cost strategy design for multiple 

pollutants control at local and regional level, 

policy study for achieving the objectives, and 

management framework), Beijing municipal 

government

Cost benefit analysis of Beijing’s 

Olympic Air Quality Control, 

energy foundation 

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis for 

controlling Near Ground Ozone in 

Beijing and its Surrounding Areas

Beijing municipal government

China’s gasoline tax reform

funded by environmental economics unit 

(eeu) in the university of gothenberg and envi-

ronmental economics program in china (eepc)

Has been completed in 2010.

Land Reforms in Asia and Africa 

- Impacts on Poverty and Natural 

Resource Management

projeCtS

one of Beijing’s congested buses.
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reSearCh preSentationS  
at WorkShopS, meetingS & ConferenCeS 
The World Bank Land Conference, 

Washington DC 

Jintao Xu 

micro-effects of forest tenure reform in china

The 4th World Congress of 

Environmental and Resource 

Economics, Montreal 

Jintao Xu 

forest resource access and Household 

income diversification and distribution

The 4th World Congress of 

Environmental and Resource 

Economics, Montreal 

Jintao Xu 

forest restoration, tenure reform and forest 

carbon in china

The 8th Forum on Forest Economics, 

Nanjing, Dec 11  

Jintao Xu 

review and outlook of state forest reform in 

northeast china

Forest Tenure and Regulatory Reforms: 

Experiences, Lessons and Future Steps 

in Asia 

Jintao Xu, ping Qin, Jianhua Xu, et al. 

collective forestland reforms-results of local 

choices, impacts, policy recommendations

Economy and Environment Program for 

Southeast Asia (EEPSEA) 33rd Biannual 

Workshop, Makati, Philippines, May 24-

27, 2010 

Jianhua Xu 

risk-based cost-effective control of so2 emis-

sions at regional levels,

The EfD Annual Conference 2010 

ping Qin  

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 

truth: a multi-country test of an oath script

The 16th Annual International 

Sustainable Development Research 

Conference 2010 (30 May -1 June 2010, 

Hong kong) 

Xiuli ZHang, shiqiu ZHang 

analysis of the results of environmental per-

formance rating and disclosure for pollution 

control program in changshu, china

The 16th Annual International 

Sustainable Development Research 

Conference 2010 (30May -1 June 2010, 

Hong kong) 

Xunzhou ma, shiqiu Zhang  

water pricing policy

Annual conference of East Asian 

Association on Environment and 

Resource Economics (EAAERE)

Xunzhou ma, shiqiu Zhang

welfare impacts by introducing a iBt pricing 

mechanism in Beijing

International Conference: Environment 

and Natural Resources Management in 

Developing and Transition Economies 

CERDI - Clermont Ferrand – 18 – 19 

November 2010

desheng Huang, shiqiu ZHang 

assessment on economic losses of Health 

from pm10 pollution in pearl river delta area

The 16th Annual International 

Sustainable Development Research 

Conference 2010 (30May -1 June 2010, 

Hong kong) 

desheng Huang, shiqiu ZHang 

regional environmental management in china

RFF Seminar, Washington DC,  

Jan 12, 2010

Jintao Xu 

collective forest tenure reform in china: out-

comes and analysis of driving forces

MegaFlorestais, Wuyishan, Sep 20 

Jintao Xu 

collective forest tenure reform: preliminary 

evaluation 

Center for Crisis Management 

Research, School of Public Policy & 

Management, Tsinghua University

Jianhua Xu 

risk analysis primer

Seminar at Central University of 

Finance and Economics (Beijing) 

ping Qin 

Household decision-making in rural china: 

using experiments to estimate the influences 

of spouses

International workshop: 2010 Energy, 

Environment and Development 

dan wu, shiqiu Zhang 

co-benefit of the air pollution control in Beijing

Beijing Forum 

Jintao Xu, Jianhua Xu, shiqiu Zhang, and 

students

Forest Tenure and Regulatory Reforms: 

Experiences, Lessons and Future Steps 

in Asia 

ping Qin

Urban Transportation Management and 

Environmental Policy 

ping Qin
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an old river boat on the side of the li river. guilin, china. photo dennis Jarvis
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eepc in association with the institute of environment and economy 

(ioee) at peking university and with the support of the environmental 

economics unit of the university of gothenburg, is devoting to develop-

ing productive international scholars and institutions in order to advance 

its academic exploration in modern environmental ecomomics. we 

receive students from all over china who are interested in environmental 

sciences and economics. our graduate program includes an msc in 

environmental economics and policy and a phd in environmental eco-

nomics, resources economics.the masters program prepares profes-

sionals with strong analytical skills and a critical, objective vision, both 

essential to confronting the interrelated challenges of development and 

environment protection, whether in the private or public sectors, non-

governmental organizations, or in academic institutions. By incorporating 

pku’s strength in economics and natural sciences, eepc will be able to 

develop a comprehensive curriculum for its phd program and students 

will be able to develop their skills in a multi-disciplinary environment. 

with assistance from international collaborators and programs within the 

university, eepc strives for the establishment of a top ph.d program in 

environmental economics.

MSC THESIS TITLES AND NAMES OF MSC  

STUDENTS SUPERVISED By RESEARCH FELLOWS

An Analysis on the Market Demand for Cars in China. 

yu, yang. 

supervised by Jintao Xu.

Quality of the Development of Industrial Economy in yRD. 

Zhan, yan

supervised by Jintao Xu.

An Analysis on China’s Wood-based Panel Market—A Case 

Study of Plywood. 

yin, Hang

supervised by ying Zhang and Jintao Xu.

the chinese efd center, also known as environmental economics 
program in china (eepc), is hosted by peking university, rm 

322, lao di Xue lou, peking university, Beijing 100871, cHina. 
Coordinator: Dr Jintao Xu, email: eepc@pku.edu.cn, phone:+86 10 

62767657, www.efdinitiative.org/centers/china

aCaDemiC CapaCity builDing 

training/ teaching in numbers
Honours courses in environmental economics Students Fellow

environmental management 40 shiqiu Zhang

course 2 & course 3

Master courses in environmental economics Students Fellow

environmental economics 50 shiqiu Zhang

course 2 & course 3

Master courses in conservation biology

advanced natural resource economics 16 Jintao Xu

environmental economics 10 shiqiu Zhang

course 2
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2010-11-02 

Sterner speaks at Beijing Forum 

thomas sterner, professor in environmental 

economics and efd research fellow, speaks at 

the Beijing forum which is the biggest public 

event organized annually by peking university. 

a large number of prominent chinese and for-

eign academics and politicians will participate. 

for instance tony Blair sterner, former prime 

minister of the uk, Jim Hansen, lead scientist 

at nasa, and enesto Zedillo, former president 

of mexico. 

2010-10-11 | ChinA | FoREstRy 

Asian Experiences on Forest  

Tenure and Regulatory Reforms 

since 2005, china has taken more bold moves 

in building institutional foundation for a more se-

cure community and household tenure system 

improving forest governance. facing with great 

challenges ahead and considering what form 

of grievance redress mechanisms need to be 

put in place to ensure that the forest institutions 

deliver the outcomes, eepc, co-sponsored by 

rights and resources initiative and state forest 

administration, pr. china, has organized the 

conference on forest tenure and regulatory 

reforms: experiences, lessons and future 

steps in asia on september 24-25, 2010. 

2010-08-30 

Chinese version launched 

a version in chinese of the china section of 

the efd website has been launched. to access 

the chinese version, please use this address: 

www.efdinitiative.org/centers/zh. 

2010-08-23 

Chinese cities face  

urban transport challenges 

after decades of rapid economic growth, chi-

nese cities now face serious urban transport 

challenges, such as congestion, air pollution, 

energy shortage, and global climate change. 

eepc and Beijing transportation research 

center are now working together to develop 

a research program to examine effective ap-

proaches to address these challenges. an 

international workshop on urban transportation 

management and environmental policy was 

organized by eepc on august 15 and 16, 2010. 

SpreaDing the WorD 
news about research and policy interaction.

a conference on the north east forest reform was held in 2010. professor Jintao Xu, 
coordinator of efd china/eepc, participated.
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2010-01-28 

New book on land reforms’ impact 

on poverty and natural resources 

management 

land reforms have played a central role in 

the political economy of many countries and 

have been subject to massive disagreements 

between different political interest groups and 

ideologies. in a new research project efd aims 

to draw lessons from land reforms in several 

asian and african countries. the findings will 

be presented in a book edited by professors 

stein Holden and keijiro otsuka and titled 

“land reforms in asia and africa - impacts on 

poverty and natural resource management”. 

the first book workshop was held on Jan 24-

25, 2010, at peking university. 

in 2010 efd fellow ping Qin was leading a pilot survey for follow-up study on china’s collective forest tenure 
reform. eepc’s phd and master’s students participated, as well as interested students at eepc,  peking 
university (guanghua school of management), and Beijing forestry universtiy, renmin university. 

lunyu Xie

one of Beijing’s congested roads. photo by hldpn.

professor Jintao Xu and a pine tree plantation 
close to the Jade dragon snow mountain.
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WebSite viSitorS anD number of DoWnloaDS 
The website is an important channel for making EfD research work visible – and it is becoming more and more 

visible. The web statistics for 2010 shows that more than 35,000 people visited our website this year, and the 

number of visits was 48,000. When we compare 2010 and 2009, we find that there are more visits, more unique 

visitors, and more pageviews in 2010 than in 2009. File downloads is another web statistics figure. In 2010, 267 

different files have been downloaded a total of 4,901 times. 

File downloads - Top 5 list of 2010

first a policy brief/workshop summary on “policies to 

increase forest cover in ethiopia: a summary of the 

main outcomes of a workshop in 2007”.  it has been 

downloaded 194 times this year.

second is a journal article by Jesper stage, “eco-

nomic valuation of climate change adaptation in 

developing countries”. it has been downloaded 119 

times this year.

third is an efd/world Bank report by yesuf mahmud, 

alemu mekonnen, menale kassie, John pender, 2007, 

titled “cost of land degradation in ethiopia: a critical 

review of past studies”, report, efd/wB. it has been 

downloaded 109 times this year.

fourth is an efd discussion paper by Zenebe ge-

breegziabher, alemu mekonnen, menale kassie, and 

gunnar köhlin, “Household tree planting in tigrai, 

northern ethiopia”. it has been downloaded 102 

times this year.

fifth is a job advertisement from cifor seeking 

doctoral students interested in research on redd 

for possible collaboration with their four-year global 

comparative study onreducing emissions from de-

forestation and degradation (gcs-redd). it has been 

downloaded 97 times this year.

Top Landing Pages

47,660 visits entered the site through 2,949 pages. 

the top landing pages were:

first page  6,568 entrances

over-fishing-of-nile- 

perchin-lake-victoria 724 entrances

kenyasnatural-resources-need- 

economic-instruments-efdresearchers- 

invited-to-public-hearing  611 entrances

policies-to-increase-forest- 

cover-in-ethiopia 555 entrances

the-economics-ofsolid-waste-management- 

the-case-of-kampala-uganda 546 entrances

essays-onenvironmental-policy-making- 

in-developing-countriesapplications- 

to-costa-rica  481 entrances

incentivebased-regulation-of-co2- 

emissions-from-internationalaviation  479 entrances

the-kenyavision-2030-and-the- 

environment-issues-and-challenges  479 entrances

theprogress-of-ghg-markets- 

opportunities-and-risks 471 entrances

casestudy-2-zimbabwe-economy- 

wide-policies-anddeforestation- 

applied-general-equilibrium-modelling  412 entrances 

unexpert-group-meeting-how-can- 

researchers-contributeto-productive- 

and-sustainable-agriculture-in-africa  393 entrances

Job-openings  336 entrances

eeu-sweden/academic-program- 

phdprogram  300 entrances

efd website

47,695
Visits in 2010

of all these visits were 72.84 percent new visits, a 

32.29 percent increase compared to previous year 

(36,054 visits.) unique visitors: 35,435 an increase 

of 34.58 percent compared to previous year (26,330 

unique visitors.)

133,296
Pageviews in 2010 

this is +16.26 percent compared to previous year 

(114,654 pageviews.)

4,901
File Downloads in 2010  

in 2010, 267 different files have been downloaded a 

total of 4,901 times. 

efd china website section 

3,636
pageviews in 2010 (404 pages). 

Top 4 Most visited EfD China pages

Home page china  751 views

people  399 views

about 224 views

researchers  100 views

efd china in chinese (zh)

1,307
pageviews in 2010 (345 pages). 
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greenaccounting-puts-price-on-ethiopian- 

soil-erosion-anddeforestation  279 entrances 

workshop-on-accounts-of-land- 

resources-ofethiopia  266 entrances

Top Content

9,660 pages were viewed a total of 133,296 times. 

the most visited pages were:

first page 8,615 pageviews

Job-openings  2,083 pageviews

ethiopia 1,235 pageviews 

central-america  1,089 pageviews

efd/about  1,037 pageviews 

central-america/people   863 pageviews

policies-to-increaseforest-cover- 

in-ethiopia  805 pageviews 

overfishing-of-nile-perch- 

in-lake-victoria   794 pageviews

kenya 782 pageviews

china  751 pageviews

researchfellows 728 pageviews

publications  691 pageviews 

kenyas-naturalresources-need-economicinstruments 

 681 pageviews

south-africa  663 pageviews

funding  647 pageviews

the-economics-of-solidwaste-management-the-

case-ofkampala-uganda  643 pageviews

people   631 pageviews

south-africa/people  610 pageviews

tanzania  582 pageviews

Top 20 countries

people in 190 countries visited the site. the top 

twenty countries were:

united states  9,266 visits

ethiopia  4,213 visits

sweden   3,321 visits

united kingdom  2,968 visits

south africa  2,212 visits

kenya  2,182 visits

india  2,119 visits

costa rica  1,639 visits

canada  1,448 visits

germany  1,361 visits

china  1,090 visits

tanzania   925 visits

netherlands  800 visits

australia  792 visits

norway  624 visits 

italy  587 visits

france  573 visits

philippines  558 visits

vietnam  501 visits

uganda  484 visits

top countries: people in 190 countries visited the site and as seen in the map below there are few completely 
white nations on the world map. the darker green color indicates more web traffic.
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the ChineSe noDe in the efD netWork 
 
the environmental economics program in china (eepc) has three main tasks: building 
capacity of rigorous economic analysis into environmental policy in china, policy outreach, and 
graduate education that emphasizes systematic training in modern environmental economics.

eepc has been located in college of envi-

ronmental sciences and engineering, peking 

university since march 2006. eepc currently 

has 10 core staff members, including two 

professors (Jintao Xu and shiqiu Zhang), one 

associate professor (Jianhua Xu), one research 

fellow (ping Qin), one administrative assistant 

(ling li), one communication officer (yuanyuan 

yi), three visiting research fellows (Haipeng 

Zhang, Xuemei Jiang, and michael Bennett), 

and one senior research assistants (Hui He). 

in addition, seven research associates (inter-

national and domestic) have close collabora-

tion with eepc staff on various environmental 

related projects. 

eepc occupies a lab room with 100 m2 at 

the conservation Biology Building located at 

northwest corner of pku’s campus. so far 

there are 13 tables equipped with computers. it 

is expected that an annex building will be built 

next to current building.  the office space of 

eepc will be expanded after the annex building 

is constructed.

the aim of the efd program in china is to build 

capacity in modern environmental econom-

ics in china. By doing so it is expected that 

program staff will be able to conduct rigorous 

economic analysis on environmental issues 

facing developing china. environmental eco-

nomics offers possiblities to enhance govern-

ment decision making, to contribute to poverty 

alleviation, and to promote environmental 

justice. to enhance such a development, the 

specific objectives are to: (i)strengthen environ-

mental economics capacity in key counterpart 

institutions, primarily key government minis-

tries, agencies, and universities; (ii) increase 

the scale and quality of academic training and 

policy relevant research; (iii) strengthen the links 

between academic resource persons, plan-

ners, and decision-makers; and (iv) enhance 

the integration of environmental economics and 

strategic environmental assessment in devel-

opment cooperation, particularly swedish.

staff
during the year of 2010 eepc has its core 

implementing staff of ten: one coordinator (prof 

Jintao Xu), and one senior research fellow (prof 

shiqiu Zhang); two research fellows – dr Jian-

hua Xu, and ping Qin who joined eepc in July 

2010; one visiting scholar (michael Bennett); 

two post-doctoral research fellow – Haipeng 

Zhang and Xuemei Jiang who started working 

as visiting researchers since september 2010; 

one senior research assistant (Hui He), an 

administrative assistant (ling li) who joined in 

august 2010; and one communication officer 

(yuanyuan yi) working part-time.

eepc’s domestic associates are dr Jing cao 

of dept. of economics at tsinghua university, 

Jintao Xu
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dr wanxin li of school of public policy and 

management at tsinghua university and city 

university of Hong kong. 

eepc’s international associates are lunyu Xie 

of dept. of agricultural and resource eco-

nomics at university of california, Berkeley, 

dr priscilla cooke st. clair of pacific lutheran 

university, prof stein Holden of dept. of eco-

nomics and resource management at norwe-

gian university of life sciences, prof fredrik 

carlsson of dept. of economics at university 

of gothenburg, and Haoran He who finished 

his phd study in economics at university of 

gothenburg and will start working at Beijing 

normal university in 2011.

more details of each person listed above are 

available on efd website, in the center section 

of china.

Prof Jintao Xu

CooRDinAtoR

Jintao Xu is currently a professor of natural 

resource economics at the college of envi-

ronmental sciences and engineering, peking 

university (since 2006). Before joining peking 

university he worked as deputy director and 

professor at the center for chinese agricul-

tural policy, chinese academy of sciences 

for six years. currently his research focuses 

on surveys and analyses of forest tenure and 

eepc has close collaboration with a broad range of internal and 

international research networks, including the national natural 

science foundation of china (nsfc) and our brother research 

institutes and universities such as chinese academy of social sci-

ences (for example, the rural development institute, http://rdi.cass.

cn ), chinese academy of sciences (for example, the center for 

chinese agricultural policy, www.ccap.org.cn ), chinese academy of 

agricultural sciences (for example, the institute of environment and 

sustainable development in agriculture, www.ieda.org.cn ), chinese 

academy of forestry sciences (for example, the research institute 

of forestry policy and information, www.lyzc.org.cn/kxs.htm), tsing-

hua university (www.tsinghua.edu.cn ), city university of Hong kong 

(www.cityu.edu.hk ), renmin university of china (www.ruc.edu.cn ), 

Beijing forestry university (www.bjfu.edu.cn ), the national school 

of development (the former china center for economic research 

of peking university, www.nsd.edu.cn ), center for economic and 

development research of state forest administration, pr.china, 

and so on.  

abroadly, eepc’s research networks cover the entire efd family, the 

world Bank, the ford foundation, rights and resources initiative, 

forest trend in the us, international institute for environment and 

development (iied), unep, undp, eepsea (idrc), environmental 

defense, and universities such as university of california, Berkeley, 

norwegian university of life sciences, university of gothenburg, 

pacific lutheran in tacoma, washington, university of rhode island, 

and so on.

shiqiu Zhang Jianhua Xu Haipeng Zhang

our networks
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regulatory reform in rural china. Jintao Xu has 

been active in policy dialogue and consultation 

in china’s forest and environmental sectors. 

He was coordinator of the taskforce of forest 

and grassland under the china council for 

international cooperation on environment and 

development (cciced) (2000-2002) and later 

a member of several other taskforces under 

cciced. currently he is the leader of the envi-

ronmental economics program in china (eepc) 

based at peking university, one of the six (efd) 

world centers sponsored by swedish sida. 

with eepc he is building capacity to conduct 

rigorous economic analysis into china’s envi-

ronmental and natural resource policies.

Prof Shiqiu Zhang

sEnioR REsEARCh FEllow

shiqiu Zhang is a professor of environmental 

economics and deputy dean, college of envi-

ronmental sciences and engineering, peking 

university. she graduated from the economics 

department and the center for environmental 

sciences at pku, majoring in economics and 

environmental sciences, respectively. she has 

been teaching environmental economics and 

has been conducting various research projects 

related to environment and development issues  

she is the senior expert member of the unep 

technology and economic assessment panel. 

she is member of the advisory committee for 

the economy and environment program for 

southeast asia. Her current research focuses 

on the economic analysis of a multiple pollut-

ants control strategy, and regional manage-

ment and policy evaluation, as well as the air 

quality control for the Beijing olympic games.

Dr Jianhua Xu

REsEARCh FEllow

Jianhua Xu is an assistant professor in the 

department of environmental management, 

peking university. she got her phd in engineer-

ing and public policy from carnegie mellon 

university in 2007. Her research interest is in 

qualitative and quantitative decision analysis 

and risk analysis related to environmental and 

energy policy.

 Ping Qin

REsEARCh FEllow

ping Qin completed her phd thesis in econom-

ics at the department of economics, university 

of gothenburg,sweden, in 2009, and worked 

at rff, resources for the future in washington 

dc for one year. she is currently working in 

efd china (eepc) as a post-doctoral research 

fellow.

during the year of 2010 eepc has received both financial and orga-

nizational support from the efd initiative, the world Bank, rights and 

resources initiative, the state forest administration of china, and 

the national natural sciences foundation of china (nsfc). 

through the five years since the foundation of eepc, we have also 

received extensive support from the ford foundation, forest trend, 

international institute for environment and development (iied), inter-

national development research center (idrc), etc. 

total number of staff in full time equivalent: 9

number of donors  5

list of donors  funding by donor during 2010

1) efd  rmB 1,256,690

2) nsfc  rmB 400,000

3) the world Bank  rmB 227,628

4) sfa  rmB 208,471

5) rri+uri  rmB 181,374

sida/efd funding as share of total 

center budget (incl eg univ salary)  55%

funders/donors

the ChineSe noDe in the efD netWork 

core administration in numbers
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Himalayan glacier, southern china:
Besides the world’s tallest peaks, the Himalayan mountain range holds thousands of glaciers. in 
southern china, just north of the border with nepal, one unnamed Himalayan glacier flows from 
southwest to northeast, creeping down a valley to terminate in a glacial lake. photo by nasa.
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the efD initiative in brief 
The overall objective of the EfD initiative is to support poverty alleviation and sustainable development through the 

increased use of environmental economics in the policy making process. Through local capacity building in environmental 

economics focusing on research, policy advice, and teaching, the EfD centers in Central America, China, Ethiopia, Kenya, 

South Africa, and Tanzania strive to contribute to better environmental policies and poverty reduction. 

the efd research emanates from the policy 

priorities of the host countries. this has led 

to a research focus on natural resources. the 

research-policy impact is increasing. the “efd 

approach” is to build strong long-term col-

laborations between academics and with key 

ministries and decision makers. 

in addition, environmental economists are 

trained in master and doctoral programs in the 

respective country.  

 the environmental economics unit at univer-

sity of gothenburg is coordinating the initiative. 

resources for the future in washington dc is a 

partner involved in research and publication of 

the efd/rff discussion paper and book series. 

the efd initiative started in 2007 and receives 

core support from the swedish international 

development cooperation agency (sida). efd 

builds on the environmental economics capac-

ity building program that sida has been sup-

porting at university of gothenburg since 1991 

as a tool to implement sustainable develop-

ment. the program, including efd, is designed 

to enable researchers trained abroad to come 

home and become productive as applied 

researchers, teachers and policy advisors. By 

now 20 phd’s have graduated from the doc-

toral program in gothenburg, and 17 of these 

are currently working in developing countries. 

in addition 7 post docs have been recruited to 

efd centers from outside the program.

research
applied, policy relevant research is a core ac-

tivity for the efd initiative. research is a critical 

input in a long-term strategy to reduce environ-

mental degradation, eradicate poverty and to 

ensure sustainable use of natural resources. 

a major challenge in developing countries is, 

however, the lack of comprehensive research 

on environmental resource management and 

poverty alleviation which can inform national 

strategic plans and policies. policymakers, 

farmers, donors, and others need research 

based information not only to design policies 

but also to evaluate their efficiency in reaching 

their objectives.

 at the beginning of 2010, about sek 2 million 

was allocated to the efd research fund. this 

fund supported at least 13 research projects 

of various sizes across the six centers. some 

centers used this funding as seed money to 

crowd-in other funding. By the end of the year, 

about 29 research projects had been executed 

across the six centers. research projects in 

2010 focused on all the six efd major themes: 

agriculture, climate change, fisheries, forestry, 

parks and wildlife, and policy design. However, 

the bulk of projects dealt with climate change 

and policy design.

 efd-central america’s four research projects 

which were fully funded by the efd focused on 

climate change, fisheries, parks and wild-

life, and policy design. efd-china had eight 

research projects of which only one was fully 

funded by the efd. efd-china has successfully 

managed to crowd-in research funding from 

other sources. the center has demonstrated 

how beneficiaries from efd research, especially 

government departments (notably the chinese 

ministry of science and technology, the 

chinese ministry of environmental protection 

and the Beijing municipal government), can 

be roped-in to share in the costs of producing 

policy-relevant research. the focus of the 2010 

research projects in china has been on climate 

change and policy design, which represents a 

significant shift from the center’s traditional fo-

cus on forestry. this demonstrates the center’s 

capacity to respond to new research needs. 

the center in ethiopia has largely continued 

with its focus on agriculture, an area of great 

need in that country. the center had four 

projects in 2010, two of which also addressed 

climate change, forestry and policy design 

aspects of agriculture. efd-ethiopia is one of 

the centers which still heavily relies on full efd 

funding. efd-kenya had three research projects 

in 2010 which focused on forestry, climate 

change and policy design. these projects 

received full efd funding. one of the kenyan 

projects demonstrates a serious attempt by the 

efd to promote research on forestry and redd 

issues. forestry and redd will continue to be 

a major focus of efd research in the future. the 

efd center in tanzania teamed up with the tan-

zanian forest research institute and the ruvu 

fuelwood project on two research projects 

co-funded by the efd in fisheries and forestry. 

there is more work going on in tanzania which 

seeks to directly address poverty issues in that 

country. efd-south africa had seven research 

projects in 2010. these fell into the following 

themes: climate change, parks and wildlife, and 

policy design. three of the projects were co-

funded by the vice chancellor of the university 

of cape town as part of the newly established 

african climate development initiative at that 

university. the case at efd-south africa dem-

onstrates how synergies between efd research 

and universities’ priorities can be exploited to 

secure additional financial support from host 

universities.

 in terms of research output, 2010 was a suc-

cessful year in terms of efd discussion papers, 

peer reviewed articles and other outputs. there 

were 36 peer-reviewed articles, 27 discussion 

papers and 12 books and book chapters.. the 

figures for these categories represent an overall 

growth of 4 percent from the 2009 levels but 

the really remarkable fact is that the number 

of peer reviewed articles have increased to 

such an extent, from 14 in 2009 to 36 in 2010. 

the peer-reviewed articles mainly focused on 

agriculture (6), forestry (7) and policy design (15) 

even though there were outputs on each of the 

efd themes. notable in 2010 is that four of the 

centers also produced and disseminated policy 

briefs and other reports. 

 Historically, efd-central america and efd-

ethiopia have been at the forefront in terms of 

the cumulative number of peer-reviewed pub-

lications. it is pleasing to note that efd-china 

and efd-south africa have drastically increased 

the number of their peer-reviewed publications 

in 2010. these two centers jointly produced 

over two-thirds of peer-reviewed articles in the 

network. However, the momentum for produc-

ing peer-reviewed articles still exists in efd-

central america and efd-ethiopia. this can be 

seen from the large stock of efd discussion 

papers produced in 2010. it is expected that 

the outcomes will be better in the future when 

efd-kenya and efd-tanzania improve their 

peer-review output levels. publications can be 

found at efdinitiative.org/research/publications.  
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CENTRAL AMERICA 

environment for development program for central america 

centro agronómico tropical de investigacíon y ensenanza (catie)

dr. francisco alpízar, coordinator 

email: falpizar@catie.ac.cr

phone: +506 558 2215 /2624

CHINA 

environmental economics program

peking university 

dr. Jintao Xu, coordinator

email: xujt@pku.edu.cn

phone: +86 10 62767629

ETHIOPIA 

environmental economics policy forum for ethiopia

ethiopian development research institute (edri/aau)

dr. alemu mekonnen, coordinator

email: alemu_m2004@yahoo.com

phone: +251 11 5523564

KENyA 

environment for development kenya

kenya institute for public policy research and analysis (kippra), 

nairobi university 

dr. wilfred nyangena, coordinator

email: wnyangena@kippra.or.ke 

phone: +254 20 316282

SOUTH AFRICA 

environmental economics policy research unit

university of cape town

dr. mare sarr, coordinator

email: mare.sarr@uct.ac.za

phone: +27 21 650 2982

TANZANIA 

environment for development tanzania

university of dar es salaam 

dr. razack lokina, coordinator

email: razack_lokina@yahoo.co.uk

phone: +255 22 2410252

Ethiopian Development 
Research Institute

efD CenterS
There are six EfD centers, hosted by universities or academic institutions in each respective 

country. For more information on each center, please contact the coordinators:

EEU, Environmental Economics Unit

eeu at göteborg university, sweden, has initiated the efd initiative 

and acts as coordinator and secretariat. for more information  

please contact:

Associate Professor Gunnar Köhlin 

director of efd program, göteborg university 

email: gunnar.kohlin@economics.gu.se 

phone: +46 31 786 4426 

Professor Thomas Sterner 

environmental economics unit (eeu), göteborg university 

email: thomas.sterner@economics.gu.se

phone: +46 31 786 1377

Karin Backteman, Communications officer

environmental economics unit (eeu), göteborg university 

email: karin.backteman@economics.gu.se

phone: +46 31 786 25 95

RFF, Resources for the Future

rff in washington dc, us, is an important partner of the 

efd initiative. rff´s research fellows will work closely with 

their counterparts and rff´s communications staff will help 

to disseminate the new centers’ research products. for more 

information please contact:

Senior Fellow Allen Blackman 

resources for the future

email: blackman@rff.org

phone: +202 328 5073

Sida

swedish international development cooperation agency,  

provides the funding for the efd initiative.

The KENYA INSTITUTE for PUBLIC
POLICY RESEARCH and ANALYSIS

EFD PARTNERS
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EfD
Environment for Development

More information & Contact us

once you´ve read this report you might want to know more about our work and the efd inititiave.

for more information please visit www.efdinitiative.org/centers/china

you are most welcome to contact us:

Jintao Xu (phd), coordinator of efd china

environmental economics program in china (eepc)  

peking university

Beijing 100871, cHina 

emai: xujt@pku.edu.cn 

tel: +86-10-62767629

professor Jintao Xu, coordinator of efd china, and dr gunnar kölin, efd director, close to the Jade 
dragon snow mountain, china.

EfD
Environment for Development


